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With the vigorous development of the global economy, the demand for

electricity quality from all walks of life is also increasing, so it is essential to

ensure the electric power grid’s safe, stable, and efficient operation. Multi-

source electric power information fusion, as the core technology of electric

power grid data processing, has become the foundation to promote the

intelligent and automatic development of the electric power grid. This paper

presents the first work on the survey of the methods of electricity

information fusion. It first gives an overview of the process of electricity

information fusion and shows the types of electricity data. Then, we provide

different classifications of existing methods in view of communication

annotation and electric power data, and conduct a thorough comparison

and analysis of them. Moreover, we introduce the relevant data sets and

evaluation criteria of electric power information and summarize the

corresponding evaluation scenarios. Finally, we conclude the maturity of

existing works and provide an outlook on future multi-source electric power

information fusion methods.
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1 Introduction

Electricity is an essential foundation for social development. As the global energy

situation is becoming increasingly severe, every country has devoted itself to developing

and practicing smart grids (Yao and Lai, 2010; Zhang et al., 2013). With the rapid

development of the global economy, the demand for quality electricity in all walks of life is

also increasing. Therefore, it is essential to ensure the electric power grid’s safe, stable, and

efficient operation.

There are many kinds of electric power data, including structural attributes (e.g.,

signal indicators, charging equipment, and external environment), unstructured text

descriptions (e.g., operating instructions, operating mechanisms, and principles),

and various topological graphs (e.g., electric power station topological information
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and internal lines of equipment). Therefore, the challenges

faced by data processing technology in data storage,

processing, and display of smart grids have become the

constraints of the intellectual development of smart grid

(Xue and Lai, 2016), in which the method of multi-source

electric power information fusion has become the core

research topic in this field.

Several fusion methods for multi-source electric power

information have been proposed and achieved some

encouraging results. For example, Han et al. (2019)

formulated a series of standards for substation communication

networks and systems according to the International

Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), called the IEC

61850 communication protocol, by which the standardization

of electric power data in related systems was established.

Furthermore, researchers explored the fusion methods in the

view of the physical topology node (Han et al., 2019; Wang et al.,

2020) and external protocol (He et al., 2019; Kong et al., 2021)

based on IEC 61850. Benefiting from these fusion methods, fault

detection, and information interconnection requirements could

be solved to some extent. On the other hand, several intelligent

algorithms have been employed to integrate and optimize

information from the electric power data level to meet

business needs for electricity, such as badness data

identification (Pan et al., 2022), fusion efficiency improvement

(Xia et al., 2022), and electric power consumption prediction

(Shao et al., 2020).

Although current works of multi-source electric power

information fusion have obtained significant progress, the

complexity of electric power system not only lies in its

massive data rules and attributes, the non-linearity of the

topological electric power grid structure but also depends on

temperature, humidity, time, space and many physical

quantities collected in the environment (Xue and Lai,

2016). Therefore, no single fusion method can flexibly

satisfy all the practical needs and overcome the challenges

of smart grid data processing.

In this paper, we comprehensively survey the research

works of electric power information fusion methods,

especially the research progress of machine learning and

deep learning for multi-source electric power information

fusion in recent years. Precisely, we first present the

overview of the fusion process for electric power

information and list the related data types. Then, we

provide two classifications of existing methods in view of

communication annotation and electric power data, further

introduce their critical ideas, and thoroughly compare them.

Moreover, we introduce the relevant data sets and evaluation

metrics of electric power information and summarize the

corresponding evaluation scenarios. Finally, we conclude

the maturity of existing works and give an outlook to

future methods for multi-source electric power information

fusion.

2 Background knowledge of electric
power information fusion

2.1 Electric power information fusion
process

Currently, electric power grid enterprises worldwide are

starting to build integrated data platforms, and digital electric

power grids as lots of measurement data can be immediately

acquired and quickly shared, which can provide multi-source and

heterogeneous information sources for fault diagnosis and other

applications. In electric power systems, tedious data and a large

amount of information are inconvenient for dispatchers to

analyze and operate, so it is important to employ data fusion

method to solve these issues. When some failures happen in the

electric power grid, its data information reflects the abnormal

changes in electrical quantity, protection, and circuit breaker,

which can provide valid data information for electric power grid

fault diagnosis. The reason is that the methods based on multi-

source information fusion can make a comprehensive diagnosis

according to the switching information and electrical

information provided by different data sources, which can

overcome the problem of fault diagnosis error caused by the

uncertainty of fault information compared to employing a single

data source. In addition, effective integration of multi-source can

not only realize the standardization and unification of interfaces

and real-time data-sharing requirements under the inter-

operability of different devices and systems but also aggregate

distributed energy storage with similar controllable potential and

functional space. Benefiting from the fusion methods, the

demand response capability of distributed energy storage can

be fully dispatched in the scheduling process. Although the fault

diagnosis algorithms of electric power grid based onmulti-source

information fusion are still in the stage of rapid development,

they still have several limitations in practical application

scenarios.

Shui et al. (2013) applied the information fusion method to

the intelligent warning system of electric power, in which three

data fusion architectures are proposed. According to the

information sharing, interactivity, and high efficiency of the

electric power system, the general integration framework is

constructed, by which the electric power system can map data

three-tier structure to one of the electric power systems. The data

layer corresponds to the sensing measurement layer, the

characteristic layer corresponds to the electric power data

management layer, and the decision layer corresponds to the

electric power system application layer. Moreover, Li et al. (2016)

employed the three-layer structure for the massive monitoring

data of the energy Internet. They further proposed a data fusion

schema based on a multi-layer mode.

As shown in Figure 1, we give a flow chart of electric power

information fusion. We combine the electric power system to map

the unique three-layer data fusion structure to the electric power
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system’s three-layer structure. The fusion process has three levels,

including data level, information level, and decision level. The data-

level fusion is employed to the sensor measurement layer, and the

electric power datameasured by the sensor is transmitted to the data

fusion center through the network line to complete the analysis,

processing, and storage. The information-level fusion is utilized to

the electric power data management layer, which extracts the state

feature phasor from the original data source and then performs

correlation analysis and similarity matching with the primary fusion

feature extracted by the previous layer. The decision-level fusion is

used to the electric power system application layer. The obtained

decision vector can be combined with related algorithms to make

classification, reasoning, identification, judgment, and other

applications.

2.2 The flow chart of electric power
information fusion the data type of electric
power fusion

The data collected by the system has the characteristics of a

diversified structure due to the distribution network’s different types

of power equipment. It is the basis of data fusion to understand the

distribution of heterogeneous data in the electric power system.

According to the internal structure type, the types of electric power

data can be divided into structured, unstructured, and topological

data. More precisely, the structured data includes photovoltaic,

energy storage, voltage, electric power, electricity, illuminance,

temperature, and other structural attributes of charging piles, as

well as monitoring data of action signal switches. Unstructured data

mainly contains unstructured text descriptions such as user

manuals, operation introductions, maintenance records, operation

mechanisms, and principles. Topological data mainly includes

topological information on plants and stations and wiring

diagrams of internal equipment, as shown in Table 1.

3 The methods of multi-source
electric power information fusion

According to the characteristics and applications of existing

methods, we mainly divide them into communication standard-

based fusion methods and electric power data-based fusion

methods, as shown in Figure 2.

In the upper classification of Figure 2, electric power information

fusion methods are divided based on communication standards,

which can be divided into the ones based on physical topology nodes,

fusion the ones based on external protocol standards, and the ones

based on model feature extraction as follow.

Fusion methods based on physical topology nodes: It models

the topological structure of physical nodes with IEC 61850–90-6

protocol. These logical nodes are employed for fault location.

Fusion methods based on external protocol standards: It

establishes a unified information model from the standard model

level and the data type level.

Fusion methods based on model feature extraction: It

integrates the related data from the electric power platform to

extract the critical features of electrical equipment.

From another point of view in Figure 2, existing fusion

methods can also be classified based on electric power data,

FIGURE 1
The flow chart of electric power information fusion.
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including the ones based on association rules, the ones based on

communication filtering, the ones based on uncertainty

reasoning, the ones based on traditional machine learning and

the ones based on deep learning.

Fusion method based on association rules: It employs the

clustering method to convert data into the one that is suitable for

association rules, and the periodic association among converted

data will be obtained, and then the data will be fused through

ensemble methods (e.g., random forest).

Fusion methods based on communication filtering: It

compresses multi-global information so that the error of

heterogeneous data fusion and delay time can be reduced.

Fusion methods based on uncertainty reasoning: It

employs Dempster-Shafer to converge the components’

physical model and fault characteristics so that

the influence of information quality changes can be

overcome.

Fusion methods based on traditional machine learning: It

uses machine learning methods (e.g., Bayesian-based method) to

learn the feature from the limited annotation, which can ensure

the reliability and fusion efficiency of the results.

Fusion methods based on deep learning: It employs deep

learning to integrate and learn the features from the platform

data, by which the learning features are more robust for fusion.

Next, we will introduce these methods because of

communication annotation and electric power data.

3.1 The fusion methods based on a
communication standard

Data mapping is the foundation of communication mapping.

Information fusion needs to ensure the safe transmission of

information under specific criteria. To promote the

TABLE 1 Data type of electric power fusion.

Types The list of electric power data type

Structural data Voltage, electric power, electric quantity, irradiance, temperature, and other data of photovoltaic, energy storage, charging pile, etc.,
electric quantity information, operation state monitoring data such as protection action signal and switch tripping information,
control data such as control instruction etc.

Unstructured data Various text data include report data, video/audio data, image data, sensor flow data, instructions for use, technical documents,
operation and maintenance records, operation mechanisms and principles etc.

Topological data Plant topology information diagram, equipment internal wiring diagram etc.

FIGURE 2
The classification of the fusion method for multi-source electric power information.
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standardization of intelligent substations, IEC TC57 has

formulated standards for substation communication networks

and systems-IEC 61850. The release of the IEC 61850 standard

solves the problem that the traditional telecontrol

communication protocol is complicated to realize

interconnection and interoperability, which needs the heavy

workload of installation and debugging between the

distribution terminals of different manufacturers. It realizes

the standardization of the distribution automation

information model (Han et al., 2019). IEC 61850 series

standards play an essential role in substation automation

informatization, whose goal is realizing unified modeling and

seamless communication of electric power systems. With the

migration of public utilities to substations and other network

solutions, IEC61850 has become the preferred protocol which is

the first standardization work to solve the communication

problems of intelligent electronic devices (IEDs) (Xyngi and

Popov., 2010).

At present, there are lots of studies related to the application

of the IEC 61850 standard. Liu D et al. (2020) studied the source-

side maintenance technology of substation autonomous systems

according to the IEC 61850 standard to improve the real-time

information exchange between the electric power grid. Shantanu

et al. (2021) evaluated the feasibility of applying unconventional

high-voltage transformers in future digital substations under the

IEC 61850 standard. The simulation results showed that

unconventional high-voltage transformers were better than

conventional transformers in key performance indicators such

as ETE, time delay, DC offset, and frequency response. With the

introduction of the substation automation system and advanced

network and communication technology, the complexity of the

electric power system increases dramatically, which may make

the whole electric power grid vulnerable to hackers. To solve this

problem, Suleman et al. (2021) proposed a network model

developed in OPNET, demonstrating the results of various

denial of service (DoS) attacks on digital substations based on

IEC 61850. It was of great significance to understand the

influence of these factors on the performance of digital

substations.

Zhu et al. (2017) aimed at the configuration problem of a

distributed intelligent application using the IEC 6185 standard in

a distribution automation system. The authors presented a

configuration solution from two aspects: the semantic model

and the processing method. Taha and Suhail. (2020) proposed a

communication technology based on IEC 61850 and XMPP.

They developed the IEC 61850 information model of the UPFC

controller to coordinate the stable operation of UPFC and DERs

in the microgrid. With the international standard IEC 61850 and

IEEE 2030 reference models, Leitea et al. (2016) proposed a

voltage regulation optimization method based on the

communication architecture model that coordinated the

interaction between DGPV units to meet the connectivity and

interoperability requirements.

Therefore, studying electric power information fusion

technology based on communication standards is imperative.

We divide the electric power information fusion technology

based on communication standards into three categories:

fusion based on physical topology nodes, fusion based on

external protocol standards, and fusion based on model

feature extraction.

Fusion methods based on physical topology nodes: Han et al.

(2019) employed the IEC 61850–90-6 standard to divide the fault

indication into two parts according to the mapping of logical

nodes: fault detection and fault indication. The release of the IEC

61850 standard solved the problem that the traditional

telecontrol communication protocol is hard to realize the

interconnection, interoperability, and heavy workload of

installation and debugging between distribution terminals of

different manufacturers and the central station and

distribution terminals so that the standardization of

distribution automation information model is realized. Taking

fault indication, fault location isolation, and electric power

supply restoration as examples, the author analyzed the

establishment process of fault detection and protection

information model of the distribution network. Fault

indication information was needed to convert the transient

impulse control signal output by fault detection information

into a continuous position indication signal. New logic nodes

needed to be added to a unique distribution automation function.

The new logical nodes added in IEC 61850–90-6 are shown in

Table 2.

Wang et al. (2020), aimed at the problem that there was no

physical link model in the IEC 61850 protocol, modeled the

corresponding physical information nodes in the secondary

communication of the process layer and constructed the

physical topology of the secondary device communication.

The authors put forward an intelligent warning and fault

diagnosis schema for the secondary circuit of the smart

substation and established a fault diagnosis method that

combined a virtual circuit with an actual physical link

according to the information flow characteristics in the smart

substation. Through comprehensive analysis of configuration file

information in the substation, link alarm information of

protection measurement, and status information, of the

control device, the probability of all the possible fault points

would be calculated when the communication abnormality

occurs is given. According to the failure point probability

given by the system, the operation and maintenance engineer

can find out the failure point by troubleshooting the

corresponding equipment in turn, which could improve the

operation and maintenance efficiency. This method makes full

use of the state information given by each piece of equipment in

the station and various data flowing on the network and

automatically and intelligently analyzes and judges the fault

points in the secondary circuit by relying on the correlation

and coupling characteristics in each virtual circuit. It satisfied the
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requirement of standardized information transmission and

sharing in intelligent substations, and the developed system

could achieve good results in real applications.

Fusion methods based on external protocol standards: He

et al. (2019) analyzed the hybrid measurement architecture of an

intelligent distribution network and compared the differences

between D-PMU data, AMI data, and SCADA data in data

composition, data accuracy, and time scale information. Based

on the IEC 61850 standard and IEC 61968–301 (CIM) static

mapping and dynamic mapping of SCADA interaction with new

systems, the authors put forward a unified information model,

which unified the equipment descriptions of IEC 61850 standard

and IEC 61968–301 (CIM) standard, made up for the defect that

the modeling standards followed by the wide-area measurement

and control systems of smart distribution networks were not

uniform in construction, and realized the data exchange among

all systems. Kong et al. (2021) proposed an external protocol

standard of IEC 61850 communication protocol called MQTT,

which could be adopted in the cloud edge communication of

distribution Internet of Things. The MQTT protocol is regarded

as the application layer communication protocol for the

information interaction between the cloud master station and

edge devices, which could enhance interoperability and solve the

problems of standardization of data transmission and data

description model between the cloud master station and the

edge devices of distribution Internet of Things. The

communication mapping methods from the communication

service subset to the MQTT protocol are summarized,

including the direct and indirect mapping methods. The

authors concluded that the direct mapping method was more

applicable and economical than complex ones on cloud-side

communication of distribution Internet of Things.

Fusion methods based on model feature extraction: Zhao

et al. (2021) proposed a fault diagnosis method based on the

confidence fusion of the Dempster-Shafer theory, which could

effectively and comprehensively utilize the redundant features of

multi-source data information and thoroughly mined the fault

features of related switching information and electrical

information. The authors implemented the effective

integration of multi-source alarm information, which was of

great help in improving the accuracy of fault diagnosis and

quickly identifying fault components. Lu et al. (2020)

constructed the fault optimization detection model of

substation equipment, combined with the collaborative fault

TABLE 2 New logical nodes for fault indication in IEC 61850–90-6.

Functional requirements Logical node

Error indication SFPI

Voltage indication generates a persistent “presence” signal and a “non-presence” signal according to the input from PTOV and
PTUV

SVPI

Current indication generates a persistent “presence” signal and a “non-presence” signal according to the input from PTOC and
PTUC

heSCPI

Calculation and statistics of faults in a given period SFST

IEC, 61850–90-6 mainly solves the problems of fault location and isolation of distribution lines (feeders) and the establishment of electric power supply recovery logic nodes in non-fault

sections in distribution automation. The logic nodes added for electric power supply restoration in IEC, 61850–90-6 are shown in Table 3.

TABLE 3 New logic nodes for electric power supply restoration in IEC 61850–90-6.

Functional requirements Logical node

Detect the faults on the feeder based on overcurrent or Undervoltage ASWI

Detects that the voltage on one side disappears and closes AATS

Error indication SFPI

Voltage presence indication SVPI

When no voltage is detected on both sides of the segmentary, turn on the segmentary. After a voltage is detected on one side, the
segmentary is closed after a specified delay

If the voltage is not detected within the predetermined blocking time, it will block the segmentary and not close it again RRFV

Current presence indication SCPI

Fault status AFSL

Fault isolation after indication completed AFSI

Control of the electric power during the recovery process ASRC
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method, to improve the fault optimization diagnosis ability of

substation equipment. They put forward the collaborative fault

diagnosis method of substation equipment based on the

information fusion technology of the sampling and feature

extraction model. The experimental analysis showed that this

method could obtain good synergies in fault diagnosis of

substation equipment operation and own a high precision of

detecting fault features. GOOSE message is a vital part of the IEC

61850 protocol, which embeds selection logic and simulation

data. Li J et al. (2021) studied the measurement method based on

the specification part of the IEC 61850 protocol. They analyzed

the behavior characteristics of CPS from many GOOSE and

manufacturing message specifications based on a digital

substation network and system management scheme. To solve

the problem of low accuracy of existing detection methods, the

authors proposed an anomaly detection method based on

difference sequence variance combined with the message

characteristics of a digital substation, including the

determination of membership function of traffic anomaly and

CPS parameters of fusion.

3.2 The fusion methods based on electric
power data

With the development and maturity of global electric power

big data multi-source information fusion technology, fusion

algorithms are gradually diversified. The multi-modal data

fusion is an effective way to implement the collaborative

analysis of multiple heterogeneous networks that pushes

forward observable and controllable power grids (Wang B

et al., 2022). We divide the electric power information fusion

methods based on electric power data into five categories: the

ones based on association rules, the ones based on

communication filtering, the ones based on uncertainty

reasoning, the ones based on traditional machine learning,

and the ones based on deep learning.

Fusion methods based on association rules: Pan et al. (2022)

applied the data mining method of association rules to the energy

system and employed random forest to establish the training

network of big energy data for data fusion. Inspired by

incremental learning and offline learning, the authors

proposed the MCS-RF framework of energy big data. By

converting discrete data into data suitable for association

rules, the accuracy of wrong data identification and energy

data state estimation was improved. Compared with the

traditional algorithms based on residual error, the proposed

method can save time in identifying lousy energy data and

obtain higher accuracy. Similarly, Liu B et al. (2021) adopted

the extensive data analysis method based on random forest. The

authors proposed a regional priority business screening model

for the multi-station fusion project that could satisfy the concept

of sustainable development and reliability.

Fusion methods based on communication filtering: Wen and

Li (2018) proposed an information fusion method combining

compressed sensing with global forwarding data. According to

the communication range of network nodes, the clusters are

divided into multiple areas. Each node selects the

communication mode to transmit global information to the

communication cluster head according to its location to

reduce the global information fusion delay. In the process of

global information collection in the multi-source

communication network, the model employed the compressed

sensing model to compress the global information and forward

the global information according to the number of sub-nodes of

network nodes. The fusion of global information in a multi-

source communication network effectively improves its

transmission efficiency.

As the traditional methods do not register the time during the

collection of multi-source heterogeneous data in the distribution

network, it leads to significant errors and low efficiency for the

fusion of multi-source heterogeneous data. Xia et al. (2022)

proposed a multi-source heterogeneous data fusion method in

a distribution network based on a joint Kalman filter to solve this

issue. The authors employed the joint Kalman filtering algorithm

to implement heterogeneous data fusion. The structure diagram

of the joint Kalman filtering algorithm is shown in Figure 3. We

can observe that the data process of joint Kalman filtering

algorithm is mainly divided into two ones: the primary filter

and the local sub-filter. In the calculation, each sub-filter works

independently. That is, the time update and the measured value

update run separately. This method can improve data fusion

efficiency and reduce data fusion error compared with traditional

methods.

3.3 Structure diagram of joint kalman filter
algorithm

Fusion methods based on uncertainty reasoning: Zhao et al.

(2021) proposed a multi-layer fault diagnosis model of the

electric power grid and used the Dempster-Shafer theory to

FIGURE 3
Structure diagram of joint Kalman filter algorithm.
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analyze the data information in the multi-source information

fusion diagnosis layer. The authors considered various

information, such as switching value and electrical quantity,

which provided the basis for fault diagnosis to obtain the

probability value of the possible fault components for each

fault component. In addition, they further analyzed the

related protection and the action of circuit breakers.

Traditional fusion methods for fault diagnosis may reduce the

confidence of fault components and affect the fault diagnosis

results. Therefore, the author improved the multi-source

information fusion diagnosis method based on the Dempster-

Shafer theory. It could solve the problem that the uncertain

factors (e.g., misoperation, refusal of protection, circuit breaker,

transmission error of alarm information) could affect the

accuracy of fault diagnosis results.

Fusion methods based on traditional machine learning:

Electricity data fusion methods have broad applications in

electric vehicles and the grid. Rik and Willett (2008) put

forward a model of electric vehicles with three control types.

The authors added electric and V2G vehicles into the energy

system to integrate higher-level wind electric power without

generating excess electric power and significantly reduce

carbon dioxide emissions. Wang Y et al. (2022) employed the

entity alignment of the Bayesian model to implement the fusion

method for related attribute mapping. It was a highly reliable and

low-complexity knowledge fusion method that combined a

concept drift detection algorithm with an unsupervised reverse

verification algorithm. The experiments showed that the

proposed method was superior to the conventional machine

learning algorithm regarding knowledge fusion efficiency and

algorithm complexity.

Fusion methods based on deep learning: The forecast of

electric power consumption is an essential task of smart grid

construction. Related works pay attention to weather, holidays,

and temperature for electric power forecasts. It is necessary to use

lots of sensors to collect these data, which increases the cost of

time and resources. Darudi et al. (2015) proposed a new data

fusion algorithm based on an artificial neural network and

adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system, modified ordered

weighted average (OWA). Shaxiaorui et al. (2020) proposed a

hybrid depth prediction model based on CNN and LSTM, which

could learn fusion features in parallel. As corresponding statistics

were considered, the method could obtain more robust features

even if some original information was lost. To predict electric

power consumption, the authors incorporated the advantages of

each model. Similarly, Liu and Meng (2020) adopted the depth-

limited Boltzmann machine to encode all data into the same

vector space. They applied the time series method to implement

the effective fusion of power network communication service

data and improve the accuracy of fusion results. Wang et al.

(2021) proposed a universal fusion framework suitable for

structured multiple time series and unstructured images,

which could achieve the deep fusion for heterogeneous multi-

parameter under the power Internet of Things. Li G et al. (2021)

proposed a multi-source log comprehensive feature extraction

method based on Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) to

excavate security threats in the electric power grid by entirely

using heterogeneous data sources in the electric power

information system.

3.4 Method review

This section summarizes the fusion methods of multi-source

electric power information listed in Table 4, including the core

models, characteristics, and limitations.

For the fusionmethods of electric power information based on a

communication standard, the methods based on physical topology

mainly depend on IEC 61850. These methods establish new logical

and line nodes so that loops can be detected for the equipment in the

station (Han et al., 2019;Wang et al., 2020). Although thesemethods

have strong engineering, the hardware and maintenance costs for

establishing physical topology nodes are high in the early stage. The

fusion methods based on external protocol standards mainly

construct the unified information model from the levels of a

standard model and the data type. For these methods, the

communication protocol standards are layered, and different

mapping strategies are formulated according to the characteristics

of protocol files (He et al., 2019; Kong et al., 2021). However, these

methods lack scalability and depend on manual construction and

maintenance. For the methods based on model feature extraction,

the associated data in the data platform are integrated to extract the

critical feature quantities of electrical equipment. The statistical

probability is automatically calculated for the fault diagnosis or

abnormal electrical equipment data (Lu et al., 2020; Li Y et al., 2021;

Zhao et al., 2021). Although the methods are automatic and real-

time, they are only suitable for single-task scenarios.

For the fusion methods of electric power information based

on electric power data, the methods based on association rules

are inspired by unsupervised learning, in which the clustering

method is employed to transform the data to mine the

association rules. Then, the periodic correlations among data

are obtained. This way, random forest can further fuse the

transformed data (Pan et al., 2022). Although the accuracy of

related tasks is high, these methods can only deal with discrete

data, and the subjective factors might influence the clustering

results. The fusion methods based on communication filtering

employ collaborative Kalman filtering (Wen and Li, 2018) and

compressed sensing (Xia et al., 2022). These methods can

effectively compress global information and reduce errors and

delays during the process of heterogeneous data fusion.

Therefore, they can improve the efficiency of signal fusion

and forwarding. However, high requirements exist for the

hardware storage space of network acquisition nodes, which

sacrifice the fusion accuracy. The methods based on uncertain

reasoning employed the Dempster-Shafer theory to model the
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components’ physical model and fault characteristics, which can

overcome information quality change and realize uncertain

reasoning (Zhao et al., 2021). Nevertheless, these methods are

limited by how objects are fused pairwise, so their time

complexity is extensive. Traditional machine learning of

fusion methods is represented by Bayesian estimation (Wang

B et al., 2022). Although these methods can ensure the reliability

and fusion efficiency of results with limited labeled data, they

cannot realize the effective combination of features and further

mine the hidden feature association between data. Therefore,

there exists a bottleneck to improving the accuracy of specific

tasks such as fault detection. Themethods based on deep learning

mainly utilize the recurrent neural network. This kind of method

makes the fusion features obtained by representation learning

more robust and perform better. Nevertheless, these methods

heavily rely on lots of labeled data and the actual hardware.

After a comprehensive comparison of the above existing

methods, we discover that the fusion method of electric power

information based on a communication standard is a well-

established methodology because the IEC 61850 standard has

been published for nearly 20 years. The requirement of

information interconnection for fault detection and electric

power consumption prediction is still a hot research topic.

This kind of research works already accounts for about 30%

of the fusion works. One of the main reasons is the business’s

need for electricity. In recent years, more than half of fusion

works have been devoted to exploring machine learning and deep

learning to learn rich features and meet the requirements of

smart grid. Nevertheless, there is room for making progress in

optimizing existing solutions. We conclude the test datasets of

electric power information fusion and their data processing

methods listed in Table 5.

TABLE 4 Comparison of multi-source electric power information fusion methods.

Method name Core ideas/models Method characteristics Limitations Representative
literature

Fusion methods based
on physical topology
nodes

Logical nodes in fault location,
isolation, and non-fault areas are
established based on IEC 61850–90-
6 protocol, and the topological
structure of physical nodes is
modeled

Detecting the equipment in the station
from the line nodes and loops has
strong engineering practicability

The hardware and maintenance
costs for establishing physical
topology nodes are high in the
early stages

Han et al., (2019); Wang
et al., (2020)

Fusion methods based
on external protocol
standards

Establish a unified information
model from the levels of the
standard model and the data type

The communication protocol
standards are layered, and different
mapping strategies are drawn up
according to the characteristics of
protocol files

The scalability of the method is
weak, and they depend on manual
construction and maintenance

He et al., (2019); Kong
et al., (2021)

Fusion methods based
on model feature
extraction

Integrate the related data of the data
platform to extract the critical
characteristic quantities of electrical
equipment

The statistical probability can be
automatically calculated for fault
diagnosis or abnormal electrical
equipment data

They are only suitable for the of
single-scenarios

Zhao et al., (2021); Lu et al.,
(2020); Li Y et al., (2021)

Fusion methods based
on association rules

K-Means Periodic Association Rule
Random Forest Model

The clustering method transforms the
data for mining the association rules.
Data fusion is carried out through the
periodic association rule and the
random forest

Only discrete data can be
processed, and subjective factors
might influence clustering results

Pan et al., (2022)

Fusion methods based
on communication
filtering

Joint Kalman Filtering Compressed
Sensing

The global information can be
effectively compressed, and the
efficiency and real-time performance of
signal fusion and forwarding can be
improved

High requirements for the
hardware storage space of network
acquisition nodes sacrifice the
fusion accuracy

Wen and Li, (2018); Xia
et al., (2022)

Fusion methods based
on uncertainty
reasoning

Dempster-Shafer theory Modeling the physical model and fault
characteristics of components based on
Dempster-Shafer. It can overcome the
influence of information quality
change and realize uncertain reasoning

Limited by how objects are fused
pairwise, their time complexity is
extensive

Zhao et al., (2021)

Fusion methods based
on traditional machine
learning

Bayesian Estimation It can ensure results’ reliability and
fusion efficiency with limited labeled
data

They cannot realize the effective
combination of features and
further mine the hidden feature
association between data

Wang B et al., (2022)

Fusion methods based
on deep learning

Recurrent Neural Network
Convolutional Neural Networks
Boltzmann Machine

They can make the fusion features
obtained by representation learning
more robust and perform better

They heavily rely on lots of labeled
data and the actual hardware

Jiang et al., (2019); Lin
et al., (2020)
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4 Evaluation of electric power
information fusion methods

4.1 Test dataset for electric power
information fusion method

This section will introduce the test1 datasets of electric power

information fusion in detail. First, the standard pre-processing

techniques for datasets are introduced in this paper2. Then, we

list the statistic of corresponding datasets for electric power

information fusion.

There are several kinds and quantities of electric power data, but

their interrelated relationships are vague as the initially collected data

has high redundancy and noise content. Therefore, preliminary

signal processing and data classification are essential. The function

of data fusion is to ensure that the electric power information

acquisition equipment can accurately provide feedback on the

current electric power network data and store3 the historical data

completely. In this way, the original data of heterogeneous electric

power information systems can be processed by eliminating

invalidity, filtering redundancy, and data interpolation.

Afterward, the researchers could carry out the operations of

feature extraction and feature matching operations among

heterogeneous datasets, which facilitate the next big data fusion

TABLE 5 Datasets and data processing methods.

Datasets Dataset size Data processing method

Electric power flow Dataset system (Pan et al., 2022) 1,440 samples The clustering method is employed discretization

Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) Dataset (Xia et al.,
2022)

Thousands of meteorological data, equipment data, and
photovoltaic data

The original data is stored in a temporary table, and a
processing thread corresponding to the data type is
established

American Electric Company (AEP) Dataset1 (Shao
et al., 2020)

121,273 pieces of data from December 2004 to January
2018

Normalization processing

Commonwealth Edison (COMED) Dataset2 (Shao
et al., 2020)

66,497 data from December 2011 to January 2018 Normalization processing

Dayton Electric power and Light Company
(DAYTON) Dataset3 (Shao et al., 2020)

121,275 pieces of data from December 2004 to January
2018

Normalization processing

Public Data Set of University of California Machine
Learning and Intelligent Systems Center (Wang Y
et al., 2022)

Environmental data of 12 areas of Beijing from 2014 to
2017 including air quality, temperature/dew point
temperature, wind direction/speed, air pressure,
rainfalletc.

Ontology association

A data set composed of defective texts of an electric
power company in a China province (Jiang et al., 2019)

23,409 data from 2015 to 2017, all from the operation and
maintenance records of AC 220 kV oil-immersed
transformers

Convert original text data into continued vectors

Evaluation metrics of electric power information fusion method.

FIGURE 4
The workflow for pre-processing multi-source heterogeneous data.

1 https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/robikscube/hourly-energy-
consumption?select=AEP_hourly.csv

2 https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/robikscube/hourly-energy-
consumption?select=COMED_hourly.csv

3 https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/robikscube/hourly-energy-
consumption?select=DAYTON_hourly.csv
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and decision analysis. Figure 4 shows the concrete workflow for pre-

processing multi-source heterogeneous data.

4.2 The workflow for pre-processing
multi-source heterogeneous data

Several pre-processing methods exist for electric

power data, such as the average, the least square methods,

and so on.

Dai et al. (2017) proposed a non-parametric method (kernel

density-mean). By comparing the average and the least square

methods, the calculation results show that the kernel density-

mean method could obtain better results in terms of the

robustness of sampling frequency.

Pan et al. (2022) regarded the electric power flow data in the

SCADA system as the samples, for which the standard deviation

of the measured value was set to 0.02 and the standard deviation

of the phase angle was set to 0.005. The authors simulated and

analyzed the electric power flow data change from April to June.

These data were discretized by the clustering method to obtain

the discrete level of active electric power.

Xia et al. (2022) synchronized the dataset with Phasor

Measurement Unit data, meteorological data, equipment data,

and photovoltaic data. The pre-processing of data contains two

steps. Firstly, extracted data from the data source and stored the

original data in the corresponding temporary table. Therefore, it

must establish a processing thread corresponding to the data

type. Then, traverse the acquired data from the temporary table,

and judge whether there is any abnormal situation in the data

according to the rectification rules. If any abnormal situation

exists, it needs to process the data and generate rectification

records.

Zhao et al. (2021) employed electrical data and switching

records as samples. Furthermore, the authors measured the

confidence of samples after data and records were

normalized.

Lin et al. (2020) analyzed that the same type of multi-

source heterogeneous data fusion is meaningful for

correlation analysis. Therefore, the authors concluded that

Euclidean distance and Pearson correlation coefficient were

the most common metrics methods for correlation analysis.

The Euclidean distance of any two points xi , xj in

m-dimensional space was defined in Eq. 1:

d(xi, xj) � ��������������∑m

k�1(xik − xjk)2√
(1)

where xik, xjk are the coordinates of two points inm-dimensional

space.

Zhao et al. (2021) employed a local electric power system for

simulation analysis. The confidence was calculated by

synthesizing evidence based on the Dempster-Shafer theory.

Then, the effectiveness of the proposed method was verified

by comparing the confidence levels as shown in Eq. 2, where p is

the probability value of the i-th possible faulty element, and the

fault confidence value of the possible faulty element p*i is

calculated in Eq. 3. After then, the authors would set a

confidence threshold and compare the predicted results with

the real samples.

∑
Fault,end

� {p1, p2, . . . , pn} (2)

p*i � pi/max {pi∣∣∣∣∣pi ∈ ∑
Fault,end

} (3)

To fairly evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed models

based on deep learning, Shao et al. (2020) adopted Root Mean

Square Error (RMSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE), and Mean

Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) composed of multiple

evaluation indicators for evaluation. The specific formulas are

as follows Eqs 4–6:

RMSE �
���������������������∑N

n�1(f orecastn − realn)2
N

√
(4)

MAE � ∑N
n�1

∣∣∣∣f orecastn − realn
∣∣∣∣

N
(5)

MAPE � 100%
n

∑N
n�1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣f orecastn − realn
realn

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (6)

Where N is the number of test samples, f is the predicted value,

and real is the ground truth. RMSE evaluated the model by the

standard deviation of the residuals between the ground truth

and predicted values; MAE is the average vertical distance

between the ground truth and predicted values, which is

more robust to more significant errors than RMSE. RMSE

and MAE increase significantly and rapidly when using

extensive data for model training and evaluation. Hence, the

authors employ MAPE to evaluate the fusion methods

comprehensively.

Wang Y et al. (2022) used the calculation of Precision, Recall,

and F1 to verify the feasibility of the proposed method for the

evaluation of heterogeneous datasets. The calculation formula is

shown in Eqs 7–9:

Precision � TP
TP + FP

(7)

Recall � TP
FP + FN

(8)

F1 � 2 ×
Precision × Recall
Precision + Recall

(9)

where TP (True Positive), FP (False Positive), and FN (False

Negative) represent the entity alignment indicators of the fused

ontology.

In addition, Jiang et al. (2019) found that there are three types

of fault defect include general defects, severe defects, and critical

defects, and they used macro-P macro precision (represented by

Amacro−P), macro-R macro recall (represented by Amacro−R),
macro-F1 macro comprehensive index (represented by
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Amacro−F1) to evaluate. Eq. 10 lists their expression, where the

precision rate p and recall rate R are the two-class evaluation

indexes. Their definitions of p and R are shown in Eq. 11, where

PT represents the number of positive cases that are correctly

judged as positive cases; NF indicates the number of positive

examples that are wrongly judged as counterexamples; PF

represents the number of negative examples that are wrongly

judged as positive examples. For the three-classification problem,

there exist three different positive examples and three values that

correspond to p and R.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Amacro−P � 1
n
∑n

i�1Pi

Amacro−R � 1
n
∑n

i�1Ri

Amacro−F1 � 2Amacro−R × Amacro−R
Amacro−R + Amacro−R

(10)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
P � PT

PT + PF

R � PT

PT + NF

(11)

Wen and Li (2018) utilized the global information

reconstruction error ε to evaluate the feasibility of the

proposed methods. The defined formula is as follows:

ε � �����f − f
����2/����f ����2 (12)

f and �f represent the original and restored global information

sequences, respectively.

4.3 Evaluation scenarios of electric power
information fusion method

For the above test data sets and evaluation metrics, we

summarize three types of test scenarios listed as follows:

Information interconnection of Electric power grid: It is

suitable to evaluate the fusion methods based on

communication standards. Through the mapping operation

and standard specification between different protocols, the

multi-type protocol signal transmission can be employed to

verify the proposed model’s compatibility and delay of signal

transmission (Han et al., 2019; He et al., 2019; Kong et al., 2021).

Anomaly detection of substation data: It is also suitable for

evaluating the fusion methods based on communication

standards, which can verify the performances of the model in

terms of accuracy, and missed detection rate by labeled signal

datasets based on specific standard protocol (Wang et al., 2020; Li

Y et al., 2021).

Fault detection of charging equipment: It is suitable for

evaluating fusion methods based on electric power data. On

the one hand, the effect of the models can be verified from the

waveform of the running equipment (Lu et al., 2020). On the

other hand, this scenario can be modeled as a classification

problem given machine learning. The methods can be verified

by precision, recall, and F1 value and the corresponding variants

of these metrics (Wang et al., 2022).

5 Conclusion and future work

Multi-source electric power information fusion, as the core

technology of electric power grid data processing, has become the

foundation to promote the intelligent and automatic

development of the electric power grid. However, there does

not exist survey of existing methods to discuss their limitation for

this topic. This paper overviewed information fusionmethods for

multi-source electricity information. We thoroughly reviewed

current methods regarding communication annotation and

electric power data and further introduced their critical ideas.

Then, we introduced the relevant datasets and evaluation criteria

of electric power information and summarized the

corresponding evaluation scenarios. We further evaluated the

maturity of existing fusion methods and analyzed that the fusion

method of electric power information based on a communication

standard was a well-established methodology. Relatively, there is

room for making progress on optimizing fusion methods of

electric power information based on machine learning and deep

learning, which could achieve the goal of information

interconnection for satisfying the requirements in smart grid

(e.g., fault detection, electric power consumption prediction). We

believe that future research for multi-source electric power

information fusion can be carried out from the following four

aspects:

The fusion methods are based on multi-modal. Currently,

the existing models mainly refine the features from the

properties of electric systems or communication standards.

However, these methods are not mature enough to contain

text information and image data such as fault descriptions

recorded by engineers and equipment pictures. The methods

based on multi-modal are helpful to improve further the

accuracy of electric power information fusion and other

related tasks (Yang et al., 2021). On the one hand, the

relation extraction models can extract more useful

information from the textual descriptions, which can assist

the electric power information fusion method; on the other

hand, the image recognition technology can be used to

improve the granularity for equipment fault type

identification. Then, the performances of electric power

information fusion can be further enhanced.

The fusion methods are based on federated learning. As

the system data associated with charging piles and

photovoltaic equipment has a certain degree of privacy, a

set of electric power specification systems can be formed based

on all levels through consultation among various electric
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power companies and related platforms. Then, the high-

quality data in electric power companies can be encrypted

and shared using federal learning (Liu & Meng, 2020). Finally,

a high-quality mapping relationship is constructed among

electric power grid systems to satisfy more smart grid

requirements.

The incremental dynamic information fusion strategy. As

too many standards and attributes are increasing in the

electric power grid system, it is hard for existing methods

to immediately respond to the requirements for updating and

iterating electric power systems because the cost of training

and fusion of these models is high. In addition, it may not

better satisfy the real-time tasks of electric power

information. Therefore, incremental dynamic fusion

technology (Yu et al., 2020) can be explored to reduce the

cost of information fusion and ensure the real-time

performance of the system.

The fusion methods are based on an interactive strategy.

Considering application scenarios such as equipment fault

monitoring requiring high precision, follow-up correction by

domain experts is indispensable. Therefore, the interactive

fusion strategy (Liu F et al., 2021c; Liu Q et al., 2021) could

be adopted so that domain experts can screen the results of

fusion methods in each iteration. This way, experts could mark

the results that can be reused as training samples for feeding the

models. It can not only ensure the reliability of the model results

but also improve the fusion accuracy of the electric power

information.
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